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Abstract

The Kauffman bracket skein modules, S(M,A), have been cal-
culated for A = ±1 for all 3-manifolds M by relating them to the
SL2(C)-character varieties. We extend this description to the case
when A is a 4th root of 1 and M is either a surface × [0, 1] or a
rational homology sphere (or its submanifold).

1 Introduction

Let R be a fixed commutative ring with 1 and with a specified invertible
element A ∈ R. Given an oriented 3-manifold M (possibly with boundary),
the set of unoriented, framed links in M, considered up to isotopy, is denoted
by L(M). The “empty link,” ∅, is also an element of L(M). The Kauffman
bracket skein module1 of M is the quotient S(M, R, A) = RL(M)/S, where
RL(M) is the free R-module spanned by L(M) and S is its submodule gen-
erated by the Kauffman bracket skein relations:

− A − A−1 , (1)

L ∪ + (A2 + A−2)L. (2)

Above, L is any link unlinked with the trivial knot, . For more about skein
modules see [P, PS-2, BFK] and the bibliography therein.

1We will also call it skein module for short.
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Despite their simple definition, skein modules are much more difficult to
handle than it may appear at first sight. For example, no algorithm is known
for calculating the basis of S(M, K, A) for a given 3-manifold M, field K and
A ∈ K∗. On the other hand, skein modules are well understood for any ring
of coefficients R and A = ±1, since in this case a particularly simple skein
relation is satisfied:

= .

Thus, for any two links L1, L2 ⊂ M their disjoint union, L1∪L2 is a uniquely
defined element of S(M, R, A). Hence S(M, R, A) for A = ±1 becomes a
commutative R-algebra, with the product of L1, L2 ⊂ M given by L1 ∪
L2 ∈ S(M, R, A). This algebra is isomorphic to the skein algebra of π1(M)
introduced in [PS-1]:

Definition Given a commutative ring R with 1 and a group G with the
identity e ∈ G, the skein algebra of G is the quotient,

S(G, R) = R[xg g ∈ G]/I,

where R[xg g ∈ G] is the ring of polynomials in variables indexed by elements
of G and I is the ideal generated by xe − 2 and xgxh − xgh − xgh−1 for any
g, h ∈ G.

Assume that N is a rational homology sphere with no 2-torsion in H1(N, Z),
and M is a submanifold of N. Let A be a primitive 4th root of 1 in R.
Our first result states that S(M, R, A) is a commutative and associative R-
algebra with the product of any two links L1, L2 ∈ S(M, R, A) given by
(−1)d(L1,L2)L1 ∪ L2 ∈ S(M, R, A), where d(L1, L2) ∈ Z/4Z. The definition
of d(L1, L2) is somewhat complicated, and therefore we precede it by a few
remarks and a lemma.

If r is the smallest positive integer annihilating the torsion part of H1(N, Z),
rTH1(N, Z) = 0, then the linking number lk(L1, L2), defined for any two dis-
joint oriented links L1, L2 ⊂ M, takes values in 1

r
Z. Since the fractional part

of lk(L1, L2) depends on [L1], [L2] ∈ H1(N, Z) only, there is a well defined
linking form lf : H1(N, Z) × H1(N, Z) → 1

r
Z/Z,

lf([L1], [L2]) = lk(L1, L2) mod Z.

Lemma 1 (Proof in Section 3) If H = H1(N, Z) has no 2-torsion part then
the linking form, lf : H × H → 1

r
Z/Z, can be lifted to a symmetric bilinear

form l̂f : H × H → 1
r
Z/4Z.
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For any two disjoint oriented links L1, L2 in M we define

d(L1, L2) = l̂f([L1], [L2]) − lk(L1, L2).

Since

l̂f([L1], [L2]) − lf([L1], [L2]) ∈ Z/4Z and lf([L1], [L2]) − lk(L1, L2) ∈ Z,

d(L1, L2) takes values in Z/4Z. Observe that d(L1, L2) mod 2 does not depend
on orientations of L1 and L2.

Theorem 1 (Proof in Section 3) If M is a submanifold of a rational homol-
ogy sphere N without 2-torsion in H1(N, Z) then S(M, R, A) is a commuta-
tive, associative R-algebra with the multiplication defined by

L1 · L2 = L1 ∪ L2 · (−1)d(L1,L2), (3)

for any two disjoint framed, unoriented links in L1, L2 ⊂ M.

Theorem 2 (Proof in Section 3) Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, there
is an isomorphism of R-algebras

Ψ : S(π1(M), R) → S(M, R, A),

such that Ψ(xg) = K ·AD(K), where K is an arbitrary framed unoriented knot
which represents the conjugacy class of g±1 ∈ π1(M) and D(K) ∈ Z/4Z. 2

Since Lemma 1 does not hold for groups H with a 2-torsion, we do not
know how to extend the statements of Theorems 1 and 2 to submanifolds of
all rational homology spheres. On the other hand Theorems 1 and 2 cannot
be easily extended to all 3-manifolds. If M is not a submanifold of a rational
homology sphere then M contains a non-separating surface. It is known, that
if such surface is a torus then S(M, R,±1) is not isomorphic to S(M, R, A)
for A4 = 1, A 6= ±1. On the other hand, Theorems 1 and 2 imply that

S(M, R, A) ≃ S(π1(M), R) = S(M, R,±1),

for any 4th roof of 1, A.

2D(K) will be defined in Section 3.
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2 Skein algebras of surfaces

The third result of this paper concerns skein algebras of surfaces. If F is an
oriented surface then the skein module of F×[0, 1] has a product structure for
any R and A : the product of two links L1, L2 ⊂ F × [0, 1] is a union of them,
L1 ∪L2, such that L1 lies in the upper half of the cylinder and L2 lies in the
lower part. For that reason, S(F × [0, 1], R, A) is called the skein algebra of
F, and it is denoted by S(F, R, A). 3 Note, that if A 6= ±1 then this product
will be usually non-commutative and therefore different from the products
considered before. The skein algebras of surfaces have been described for a
few surfaces in [BP, FG, PS-2, S]. An interesting connection between the
skein algebra of a torus and non-commutative geometry has been discovered
in [FG]. Unfortunately, a complete description of skein algebras of surfaces
is known for A = ±1 only: S(F, R,±1) ≃ S(π1(F ), R). We extend this
description to all 4th roots of 1, A, by showing that S(F, R, A) is isomorphic
to the skein algebra of π1(F ) deformed along the symplectic intersection form
ω : H1(F, Z) × H1(F, Z) → Z.

Definition Let R < xg, g ∈ G > be the free associative, non-commutative R-
algebra with 1 whose (free) generators, xg, are in a bijection with the elements
of G. If ω is a bilinear form on H = G/[G, G] and A is an invertible element
in R, then the skein algebra of G deformed with respect to ω is

Sω(G, R, A) = R < xg, g ∈ G > /I,

where I is the ideal generated by xe−2 (e is the identity in G) and expressions
of the form

xgxh − Aω(g,h)xgh − A−ω(g,h)xgh−1 , (4)

xhgh−1 = xg, (5)

for all g, h ∈ G. ω(g, h) means ω([g], [h]), where [g], [h] are classes of g, h in
H = G/[G, G].

It is easy to prove (see [PS-1, Fact 2.6]) that xhgh−1 = xg in S(G, R) for
any g, h ∈ G. Therefore, we have an isomorphism of algebras

S0(G, R, A) = S(G, R). (6)
3The reason for that notation is that the algebra structure on S(M, R, A) for M =

F × [0, 1] is not uniquely determined by M : if F1 is a punctured torus and F2 is a twice
punctured disk then F1 × [0, 1] and F2 × [0, 1] are homeomorphic but S(F1 × [0, 1], R, A)
and S(F2 × [0, 1], R, A) are not isomorphic as algebras.
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The definition of Sω(G, R, A) makes sense if either ω is an integer-valued
bilinear form on H and A is an arbitrary invertible element of R, or if A is
an n-th root of 1 and ω assumes values in Z/nZ. In this paper, we assume
that A is a 4th root of unity, and ω is a skew-symmetric form. We will prove
in Lemma 8 that under these assumptions, xgxh = ±xhxg for any g, h ∈ G.
Hence Sω(G, R, A) is similar to super-symmetric algebras.

Theorem 3 For any oriented surface F there is an isomorphism of R-
algebras

Ψ : Sω(π1(F ), R, A) → S(F, R, A),

such that Ψ(xg) = K ·AD(K), where K is an arbitrary framed unoriented knot
which represents the conjugacy class of g±1 ∈ π1(F ).4 Here, ω denotes the
standard symplectic 2-form on H1(F, Z).

Note that the above theorem is not a special case of Theorem 2 – the
algebras considered in Theorem 3 are non-commutative. It is an open and
interesting problem to determine if the above result can be extended to other
values of A. This certainly can be done for tori – it is easy to prove using the
“product-to-sum” formula of [FG] (see also [S]) that the skein algebra of a
torus is isomorphic to Sω(Z × Z, R, A) for any A.

3 The proofs

We assume as before that N is a rational homology sphere, and r a minimal
positive integer annihilating the torsion part of H1(N, Z), rTH1(N, Z) = 0.
Moreover, we assume that H1(N, Z) has no 2-torsion and, hence, r is odd.
Let M be a 3-dimensional submanifold of N, and R a commutative ring with
a fixed 4th primitive root of 1, denoted by A.
Proof of Lemma 1: H = H1(N, Z) decomposes into a sum of finite cyclic
groups of orders n1, n2, ..., nk, whose generators we denote by g1, ...gk. Con-
sider a k × k matrix (aij) ∈ Mk(

1
r
Z/4Z) defined as follows: Given i, j, write

lf(gi, gj) as k
l
, where k, l are relatively prime and k ∈ {0, 1, ..., l − 1}. Since

r is odd, l = ±1 mod 4 and, therefore, there is a unique δ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}
such that k + δl = 0 mod 4. Define aij to be k

l
+ δ ∈ 1

r
Z/4Z. The matrix

(aij) ∈ Mk(
1
r
Z/4Z) determines a bilinear form H × H → 1

r
Z/4Z if and only

if niaij = 0 mod 4 and njaij = 0 mod 4 for any i, j. We will show that (aij)

4The symbol D(K) ∈ Z/4Z will be defined in Section 3.
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indeed satisfies this condition. Choose i, j ∈ {1, ..., k} and denote lf(gi, gj)
by k/l as before. Since nilf(gi, gj) = lf(nigi, gj) = 0 mod Z and, similarly,
njlf(gi, gj) = 0 mod Z, ni and nj are divisible by l. Hence niaij = ni

l
(k+δl) =

0 mod 4. Similarly, njaij = 0 mod 4. Therefore (aij) determines a bilinear

form l̂f : H × H → 1
r
Z/4Z. For x =

∑
αigi, y =

∑
βjgj ∈ H,

l̂f(x, y) =
∑

αiβjaij .

Since aij = aji, l̂k is symmetric.

So far we have defined the functions lk, lf, l̂f for pairs of links in rational
homology spheres. Now, we are going to define analogous functions, denoted
by the same symbols, for pairs of links in cylinders over surfaces, F × [0, 1].
These functions will have exactly the same properties as the functions defined
before, and because of that, it will be possible to prove Theorems 2 and 3
together (as Theorem 4).

Let F be an oriented surface (with or without boundary) and let let L1, L2

be oriented links in F × [0, 1] whose projections on F are in general position.
Define lk(L1, L2) to be

1

2

∑
signs of crossings between L1 and L2 ∈

1

2
Z.

Let H = H1(F, Z) and let lf : H × H → 1
2
Z/Z be the bilinear form

lf(c1, c2) = lk(L1, L2) mod Z,

where L1, L2 are any oriented links in F×[0, 1] representing the cycles c1, c2 ∈
H. There is a symplectic form on H :

ω : H × H → Z,

ω(c1, c2) =
∑

types of crossings between c1 and c2.

c cc1 2 2 1

type  +1 type  -1

c

Observe that lf(c1, c2) = 1
2
ω(c1, c2) mod Z and therefore lf can be lifted to

l̂f : H × H → 1
2
Z/4Z, l̂f = 1

2
ω mod 4Z. Let d(L1, L2) = l̂f([L1], [L2]) −

lk(L1, L2) ∈ Z/4Z. Note that d(L1, L2) is equal (mod 4) to the number of
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intersections between L1 and L2 in which L2 lies on top of L1. Exactly as
before, d(L1, L2) mod 2Z does not depend on the orientations of L1 and L2.
This time however, d is not always symmetric.

Let us summarize the notation introduced so far and fix it for the the
remainder of the paper. We will always assume that one of the two following
conditions holds:

(I) M is a submanifold of a rational homology sphere; or

(II) M = F × [0, 1], where F is a surface.

In either case, we will assume that lk, lf, l̂f and d are defined appropri-
ately as before, separately for (I) and (II). H denotes H1(N, Z) in case (I),
and H1(F, Z) in case (II). We define ω : H × H → Z to be 0 if (I) holds or
to be the symplectic form (defined above) if (II) holds.

Several basic properties of d are stated below, common for both cases, (I)
and (II). The first of them is the definition of d. The proof of the remaining
ones is left to the reader.

Lemma 2 (1) d(L1, L2) = l̂f([L1], [L2]) − lk(L1, L2) ∈ Z/4Z

(2) d(L1, L2) ∈ Z/2Z does not depend on the orientations of L1, L2.

(3) d(L1, L2∪L3) = d(L1, L2)+d(L1, L3) and d(L1∪L2, L3) = d(L1∪L3)+
d(L2, L3)

(4) If L1, L2 are two disjoint links in M, and L′

1 is obtained from L1 by
a change of crossing with L2 from a negative one to a positive one,

L L2’1
,

L L1 2

, then d(L′

1, L2) = d(L1, L2) + 1.

(5) For any three skein related unoriented links, , , , and for any un-

oriented link L disjoint with them, d(L, ) = d(L, ) = d(L, ) ∈

Z/2Z. 5

(6) d( , L) = 0 for any link L unlinked with the trivial knot, .

(7) For any two oriented knots K1, K2, d(K1, K2)−d(K2, K1) = ω([K1], [K2]) ∈
Z/4Z.

5By property (2) above, this statement makes sense.
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The proof of Theorem 1 will be based on the fact that the skein mod-
ules for A being a primitive 4th root of 1 satisfy a particularly simple skein
relation:

= − (7)

Indeed, the 90o rotation of the diagrams in the skein relation

= A + A−1 ,

together with the substitution A−1 = −A, yields

= A + A−1 = −A−1 − A = − .

By (7), the product of links L1, L2 ⊂ F × [0, 1] in S(F, R, A) is equal to
L1 ∪ L2 or −L1 ∪ L2 depending if the number of crossings in which L2 goes
over L1 is even or odd. We have noticed before, that this number is equal to
d(L1, L2) mod 4. Therefore the product in skein algebras of surfaces is given
by

L1 · L2 = (−1)d(L1,L2)L1 ∪ L2.

Theorem 1 states that this formula defines a meaningful product on S(M, R, A)
in case (I) as well.

Lemma 3 The expression

(−1)d(L1,L2)L1 ∪ L2 ∈ S(M, R, A) (8)

depends on the isotopy types of L1 and L2 only, ie. it does not depend on the
position of L1 with respect to L2.

Proof: We need to prove that if Li and L′

i are isotopic for i = 1, 2 then
L1 ·L2 = L′

1 ·L
′

2. We can assume that L1∪L2 and L′

1∪L′

2 differ by one crossing
change only (and repeat the argument as many times as necessary). By (7)
and by Lemma 2(4) L1∪L2 = −L′

1∪L′

2 and d(L1, L2) = d(L′

1, L
′

2)+1 mod 2.
Therefore

(−1)d(L1,L2)L1 ∪ L2 = (−1)d(L′

1,L′

2)L′

1 ∪ L′

2.
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Proof of Theorem 1: By the lemma above, there is a bilinear form
RL(M) × RL(M)

·
→ S(M, R, A),

L1 · L2 = (−1)d(L1,L2)L1 ∪ L2 ∈ S(M, R, A).

We are going to show that this form descends to a product on S(M, R, A),
that is, that it vanishes on S × RL(M) and RL(M) × S, where S is the
submodule of RL(M) generated by the skein relations, (1) and (2). Since
the bilinear form · is symmetric, it is sufficient to show that RL(M) · S = 0,
ie. that for any link L

L · = AL · + A−1L · ∈ S(M, R, A)

and
L · (L′ ∪ ) = L · 2L′.

The first identity holds since by Lemma 2(5) it can be rewritten as

L ∪ = AL ∪ + A−1L ∪ ∈ S(M, R, A).

The second identity is equivalent to

(−1)d(L,L′∪ )L ∪ L′ ∪ = 2(−1)d(L,L′)L ∪ L′. (9)

Since is the trivial knot, we can unlink L and by a sequence of
crossing changes between and L. Such crossing changes will not change
the right nor the left side of the above identity (by Lemma 3). Therefore it
is enough to prove (9) under the assumption that and L are unlinked. In
this situation we have

L ∪ L′ ∪ = 2L ∪ L′

and, by Lemma 2(3) and (6), d(L, L′ ∪ ) = d(L, L′). Hence identity (9)
holds and, therefore, (3) defines a product on S(M, R, A). Since d(L1, L2) =
d(L2, L1), the product is commutative. By Lemma 2(3), we have

(L1 · L2) · L3 = (−1)d(L1,L2)+d(L1∪L2,L3)L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3 =

(−1)d(L2,L3)+d(L1,L2∪L3)L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3 = L1 · (L2 · L3),

and therefore · is associative.
The remainder of this paper is devoted to proving Theorems 2 and 3.

Their statements use a function D, which will be defined now. Let M satisfy
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either condition (I) or (II). Let L be a framed oriented link in M composed
of n connected components, K1, K2, ..., Kn. We say that ∂L = ∂+L ∪ ∂−L
is a splitting of ∂L if ∂+L is a union of n connected components of ∂L,
composed of exactly one component from each ∂Ki, and ∂−L is the union of
the remaining n connected components of ∂L. 6

Lemma 4 d(∂+L, ∂−L) does not depend on the choice of a splitting ∂L =
∂+L ∪ ∂−L.

Proof: Assume first that K is a framed oriented knot and ∂K = ∂+K ∪
∂−K is one of its two possible splittings. We need to prove that

d(∂+K, ∂−K) = d(∂−K, ∂+K). (10)

This holds in case (I) since then d(·, ·) is symmetric. In case (II) we have

d(∂+K, ∂−K) = l̂f(∂+K, ∂−K) − lk(∂+K, ∂−K) = −lk(∂+K, ∂−K),

because [∂+K] = [∂−K] in H and l̂f(x, x) = 0 for any x ∈ H. Now, equality
(10) follows from the fact that lk is symmetric.

Assume now that L has n connected components, K1, ..., Kn. In order to
establish Lemma 4 it is enough to prove that d(∂+L, ∂−L) will not change
if we change the splitting ∂L = ∂−L ∪ ∂+L by one connected component.
Let L′ = L \ Ks, for some s ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, and let the new splitting be
L = (∂+L′ ∪ ∂−Ks) ∪ (∂−L′ ∪ ∂+Ks). We need to show that

d(∂+L′ ∪ ∂−Ks, ∂−L′ ∪ ∂+Ks) = d(∂+L′ ∪ ∂+Ks, ∂−L′ ∪ ∂−Ks). (11)

By Lemma 2(3), the left side equals

d(∂+L′, ∂−L′) + d(∂+L′, ∂+Ks) + d(∂−Ks, ∂−L′) + d(∂−Ks, ∂+Ks),

and the right side is equal to

d(∂+L′, ∂−L′) + d(∂+L′, ∂−Ks) + d(∂+Ks, ∂−L′) + d(∂+Ks, ∂−Ks).

Note that ∂+Ks is isotopic to ∂−Ks in M \ L′, and hence d(∂+L′, ∂+Ks) =
d(∂+L′, ∂−Ks). Similarly, d(∂−Ks, ∂−L′) = d(∂+Ks, ∂−L′). Therefore, by (10),
the right and the left side of (11) are equal.

Since d(∂+L, ∂−L) does not depend on the splitting, we denote it shortly
by D(L) ∈ Z/4Z.

6Each connected component of L is an annulus embedded in M, and hence it has two
boundary components.
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Lemma 5 D(K) does not depend on the orientation of K.

Proof: If K− is the knot K with the opposite orientation, then have

D(K−) = d(∂+K−, ∂−K−) = l̂f(∂+K−, ∂−K−) − lk(∂+K−, ∂−K−) =

l̂f(∂+K, ∂−K) − lk(∂+K, ∂−K) = D(K),

by the bilinearity of l̂f and of lk.

The next theorem, which combines Theorems 2 and 3, is the main result
of the paper.

Theorem 4 If M satisfies condition (I) or (II) then there is an isomorphism
of R-algebras

Ψ : Sω(π1(M), R, A) → S(M, R, A),

such that Ψ(xg) = K ·AD(K), where K is an arbitrary framed unoriented knot
which represents the conjugacy class of g±1 ∈ π1(M).

We proceed the proof by a few introductory lemmas.
Let ∼ be the equivalence relation on G such that x ∼ y, x, y ∈ G, if and

only if either x or x−1 is conjugated to y in G. Each unoriented knot in M
determines a unique ∼-class in π1(M) which we denote by < K > .

Lemma 6 (1) AD(K)K ∈ S(M, R, A) depends on < K >∈ π1(M)/ ∼
only. In other words, AD(K)K = AD(K ′)K ′, for knots K, K ′ represent-
ing the same ∼-class in π1(M).

(2) Let Kg, Kh be framed oriented knots representing the conjugacy classes
of g, h ∈ π1(M). Assume that Kh passes close to Kg as presented on
the picture:

hKg K

If Kgh, Kgh−1 are knots obtained by replacing in Kg ∪Kh by and

respectively7,

7The notation Kgh, Kgh−1 is justified by the fact that Kgh and Khg−1 with the orien-
tation showed above represent gh ∈ π1(M) and gh−1 ∈ π1(M) respectively.
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Kgh

,

Kgh-1

then

D(Kg) + D(Kh) + 2d(Kg, Kh) = D(Kgh) − 1 + ω(g, h) (12)

D(Kg) + D(Kh) + 2d(Kg, Kh) = D(Kgh−1) + 1 − ω(g, h). (13)

(3) Let Kg and Kh be knots representing the conjugacy classes of g, h ∈
π1(M),

Kg Kh

.
If Kgh, Kgh−1 represent knots obtained by replacing

by and respectively, then

D(Kg) + D(Kh) + 2d(Kg, Kh) − D(Kgh) − 1 = ω(g, h) (14)

and

D(Kg) + D(Kh) + 2d(Kg, Kh) − D(Kgh−1) − 1 = ω(g, h). (15)

Proof:

1. Two framed oriented knots represent the same ∼-class in π1(M), if one
can be obtained from the other by isotopy, crossing changes, or by the
reversal of orientation. By Lemma 5, the reversal of orientation of a
knot K does not change AD(K)K ∈ S(M, R, A). Suppose that framed
knots K, K ′ differ by a crossing change. Then the 2-component links,
∂K and ∂K ′, differ by two crossing changes of the same sign. Hence,

D(K ′) = d(∂+K ′, ∂−K ′) = l̂f(∂+K ′, ∂−K ′) − lk(∂+K ′, ∂−K ′) =

l̂f(∂+K, ∂−K) − lk(∂+K, ∂−K) ± 2 = D(K) ± 2.

Hence, by (7),

AD(K ′)K ′ = AD(K)±2(−K) = AD(K)K.

12



2. By definition of D, the left side of (12) is

l̂f([Kg], [Kg]) + l̂f([Kh], [Kh]) + 2l̂f([Kg], [Kh]) − lk(∂+Kg, ∂−Kg)+

−lk(∂+Kh, ∂−Kh) − 2lk(Kg, Kh) =

l̂f([Kg] + [Kh], [Kg] + [Kh]) + (l̂f([Kg], [Kh]) − l̂f([Kh], [Kg]))+

−lk(∂+Kg ∪ ∂+Kh, ∂−Kg ∪ ∂−Kh).

By Lemma 2(7), l̂f([Kg], [Kh]) − l̂f([Kh], [Kg]) = ω(g, h). Since [Kg +
Kh] = [Kgh] in H1(M, Z), the above expression is equal to

l̂f([Kgh], [Kgh]) + ω(g, h)− lk(∂+Kg ∪ ∂+Kh, ∂−Kg ∪ ∂−Kh).

Hence

D(Kg) + D(Kh) + 2d(Kg, Kh) =

l̂f([Kgh], [Kgh]) + ω(g, h)− lk(∂+Kg ∪ ∂+Kh, ∂−Kg ∪ ∂−Kh).
(16)

lk(∂+Kg ∪ ∂+Kh, ∂−Kg ∪ ∂−Kh) is the linking number between the

components labeled by 1 and 2 in
2

1
2

1
K Kg h

. Hence, it is equal to

1+lk(L1, L2), where Li, for i = 1, 2, denotes the components labeled by

i in
21

1
2

. Smoothing crossings in L1 and in L2 does not change

lk(L1, L2). Therefore, the above expression is equal to 1 + lk(L′

1, L
′

2),
where L′

i denotes the sublink composed of components labeled by i in

21

1
2

. Hence, we have proved that

lk(∂+Kg ∪ ∂+Kh, ∂−Kg ∪ ∂−Kh) = lk(∂+Kgh, ∂−Kgh) + 1.

By applying this equation to (16) we get (12):

D(Kg) + D(Kh) + 2d(Kg, Kh) =

l̂f([Kgh], [Kgh]) + ω(g, h)− lk(∂+Kgh, ∂−Kgh) − 1 =

D(Kgh) − 1 + ω(g, h).

We prove identities (13), (14), and (15) in the same way.
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Lemma 7 If M satisfies condition (I) or (II) then there is a unique homo-
morphism of R-algebras

Ψ : Sω(π1(M), R, A) → S(M, R, A),

such that Ψ(xg) = K ·AD(K), where K is an arbitrary framed unoriented knot
which represents the conjugacy class of g±1 ∈ π1(M).

Proof: Let

Ψ : R < xg, g ∈ π1(M) >→ S(M, R, A)

be an an algebra homomorphism given by Ψ(xg) = AD(K)K, where K is
an arbitrary framed unoriented knot which represents the conjugacy class
of g±1 ∈ π1(M). By Lemma 6(1), Ψ(xg) is well defied for each g ∈ G and

Ψ(xhgh−1) = Ψ(xg). We also have Ψ(xe − 2) = 0, since Ψ(xe) = AD( ) =
−(A2 + A−2) = 2. Therefore, in order to show that Ψ can be factored to a
homomorphism Sω(π1(M), R, A) → S(M, R, A) we need to prove that

Ψ(xg)Ψ(xh) = Aω(g,h)Ψ(xgh) + A−ω(g,h)Ψ(xgh−1). (17)

Let Kg and Kh be two disjoint oriented framed knots representing g, h ∈
π1(M). We may assume (by isotoping Kh if necessary) that Kh passes very
close to Kg. Let Kgh, Kgh−1 represent knots, which as in Lemma 6(2), are

obtained by replacing in Kg ∪ Kh by and respectively. Now

equation (17) takes the form

hKg K

AD(Kg)AD(Kh)(−1)d(Kg,Kh) = Aω(g,h)AD(Kgh)Kgh+A−ω(g,h)AD(K
gh−1 )Kgh−1.

By Lemma 6(2) this equation reduces to the skein equation:

= A + A−1 .

Therefore, we proved that Ψ induces an R-algebra homomorphism Ψ : Sω(π1(M), R, A) →
S(M, R, A).

The argument showing that Ψ is an isomorphism will require the following
lemma.

14



Lemma 8 For any xg, xh ∈ Sω(G, R, A) we have:

1. xg = xg−1

2. xgh = xhg

3. xhxg = (−1)ω(g,h)xgxh

Proof:

1. By substituting g = e to (4), we get 2xh = xh + xh−1 and, therefore,
xh = xh−1 .

2. By (5), xgh = xg(hg)g−1 = xhg.

3. Observe that xhxg = Aω(h,g)xhg +A−ω(h,g)xhg−1 , and xgh = xhg, xhg−1 =
x(hg−1)−1 = xgh−1 . Since ω(·, ·) is skew-symmetric, we get

xhxg = A−ω(g,h)xgh + Aω(g,h)xgh−1 =

A2ω(g,h)
(
Aω(g,h)xgh + A−ω(g,h)xgh−1

)
= (−1)ω(g,h)xgxh.

We use here the fact that A4 = 1 and, therefore, A3ω(g,h) = A−ω(g,h).

We are going to complete the proof of Theorem 4 by constructing an
inverse homomorphism to Ψ. This will imply that Ψ is an isomorphism.

Let
Φ : RL(M) → Sω(π1(M), R, A)

be a homomorphism of R-modules which sends a link L composed of con-
nected components K1, ..., Kn to xg1xg2 ...xgn

A−
∑

i D(Ki)−2
∑

i<j d(Ki,Kj), where
g1, g2, ..., gn are the elements of π1(M) (represented up to ∼-equivalence) by
K1, K2, ..., Kn. Observe, that by (5) and Lemma 8, xg = xh for any g ∼ h,
g, h ∈ π1(M). Therefore the elements xg1 , ..., xgn

are uniquely defined. Fur-
thermore, D(Ki) and d(Ki, Kj) mod 2 do not depend on the orientations of
Ki and Kj . Therefore the following lemma shows that Φ is well defined.

Lemma 9 xg1xg2 ...xgn
A−

∑
i D(Ki)−2

∑
i<j d(Ki,Kj) ∈ Sω(π1(M), R, A) does not

depend on the manner in which the connected components of L are enumer-
ated.

15



Proof: We need to show that if σ is a permutation on n symbols then

xgσ(1)
xgσ(2)

...xgσ(n)
A−

∑
i D(Kσ(i))−2

∑
i<j d(Kσ(i),Kσ(j)) =

xg1xg2 ...xgn
A−

∑
i D(Ki)−2

∑
i<j d(Ki,Kj).

Since each permutation is a product of transpositions, it is enough to assume
that σ is itself a transposition, σ = (s, s + 1). Notice that

∑
i D(Ki) =∑

i D(Kσ(i)). Observe also, that the sums

∑

i<j

d(Kσ(i), Kσ(j)) and
∑

i<j

d(Ki, Kj)

differ only by one term, that is, the first sum contains d(Ks+1, Ks), and the
second sum contains d(Ks, Ks+1). Therefore the above equality reduces to

xgs+1xgs
A−2d(Ks+1,Ks) = xgs

xgs+1A
−2d(Ks,Ks+1),

which follows from Lemmas 2(7) and 8(3).

Lemma 10 The submodule S ⊂ RL(M) generated by expressions (1) and
(2) is contained in the kernel of Φ.

Proof: We need to show that expressions (1) and (2) belong to the kernel
of Φ. Let us look at (2) first: if a link L = K1 ∪ ... ∪Kn is unlinked with
then Φ(L ∪ ) = Φ(L) · xe since D( ) = 0 and d( , L) = 0 by Lemma
2(6). Hence, skein expression (2) lies in Ker Φ. Now, we will show that (1)
also belongs to Ker Φ by analyzing two cases, depending on how the ends of
the tangle are connected in the ambient space:

(1) Suppose that in (1) represents a link of n components, Kg1 ∪ ...∪Kgn
,

whose the first two components are depicted in the diagram below:

Kg2Kg1

.

Let Kg1g2 and Kg1g
−1
2

be as in Lemma 6(2),

K g g1 2

,

Kg1g-1
2

.

16



Then we need to show that

Φ(Kg1 ∪ Kg2 ∪ ... ∪ Kgn
) =

AΦ(Kg1g2 ∪ Kg3 ∪ ... ∪ Kgn
) + A−1Φ(Kg1g

−1
2

∪ Kg3 ∪ ... ∪ Kgn
).

(18)

The above equation, can be rewritten as

xg1xg2 ...xgn
A−

∑
i D(Kgi

)−2
∑

i<j d(Kgi
,Kgj

) =

Axg1g2xg3 ...xgn
A−D(Kg1g2 )−

∑
i>2 D(Kgi

)−2
∑

i>2 d(Kg1g2 ,Kgi
)−2

∑
2<i<j d(Kgi

,Kgj
)+

A−1xg1g
−1
2

xg3...xgn
A

−D(K
g1g

−1
2

)−
∑

i>2 D(Kgi
)−2

∑
i>2 d(K

g1g
−1
2

,Kgi
)−2

∑
2<i<j d(Kgi

,Kgj
)
.

By Lemma 2(5),

d(Kg1, Kgi
) + d(Kg2, Kgi

) = d(Kg1g2, Kgi
) = d(Kg1g−1

2
, Kgi

),

for i > 2. Therefore the above equation simplifies to

xg1xg2A
−D(Kg1 )−D(Kg2 )−2d(Kg1 ,Kg2) = Axg1g2A

−D(Kg1g2 )+A−1xg1g
−1
2

A
−D(K

g1g
−1
2

)
.

By (12) and (13), the above equation reduces to (4). This completes the
proof of (18).

(2) The second possibility is that in (1) represents a link of n components,
Kg1g2 ∪ Kg3... ∪ Kgn

, whose the first component is depicted in the diagram
below:

2g1gK

.

Denote and by Kg1 ∪ Kg2 and Kg1g
−1
2

respectively. By the

method used for proving (1), we prove that

Φ(Kg1g2 ∪ Kg3 ∪ ... ∪ Kgn
) =

AΦ(Kg1Kg2 ∪ ... ∪ Kgn
) + A−1Φ(Kg1g

−1
2

∪ Kg3 ∪ ... ∪ Kgn
).

We use identities (14) and (15) in the proof.

Lemma 11 Φ is a homomorphism of algebras.
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Proof: Since S(M, R, A) is spanned by knots, it is enough to show that
Φ(K1 · K2) is equal to Φ(K1) · Φ(K2) for any knots K1, K2. We have

Φ(K1 · K2) = Φ(K1 ∪ K2 · (−1)d(K1,K2)) =

xg1xg2A
−D(K1)−D(K2)−2d(K1,K2)(−1)d(K1,K2) =

Φ(K1) · Φ(K2).

Proof of Theorem 4: We have

Φ(Ψ(xg)) = Φ(K · AD(K)) = xgA
−D(K)AD(K) = xg

and, similarly, Ψ(Φ(K)) = K, for any g ∈ π1(M) and any knot K in M.
Therefore, Φ is the inverse of Ψ, and hence Ψ is an isomorphism.
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